OF CONTKACTS.
subject-matter, and the sense in which certain unusual or tech-nical words have been used.
Oral evidence is also admissible to explain any latent ambiguity in the instrument, as where more than one mean-ing may be given to a word or phrase; but in the case of a patent ambiguity, that is to say, an ambiguity apparent On the face of the instrument itself, and which is meaningless without oral explanation, sucji an ambiguity will make the contract void.
33. The Explanation of Technical Terms in Contracts. In all cases where either common or uncommon words are used in a technical sense, or in a sense peculiar to a given trade or business, in which custom has given to such expressions particular and definite meanings, oral testimony can be received for the purpose of explaining the real meaning of such terms. Furthermore, the meaning vyhich the law will enforce is that which such a term has in that neighborhood, or with the parties to the contract. In such cases the common usage or custom will fix the meaning of the technical words used.
In other cases oral evidence may be introduced to explain the real meaning of a contract, where custom or usage caused the meaning to be clear to the parties themselves when the
contract was signed, but which would not  be   understood  by
•
strangers to such usages.
In order that a contract may be interpreted in the light of custom or usage, such custom or usage must be certain, definite, and uniform in that district, or between the parties to the contract. Unless it is a universal custom or usage as between the parties, it can not be received as positive evidence of'meaning. Furthermore such custom and usage must have been continuous and uninterrupted up to and including the time of the transaction in question. Thus one or more acts do no*

